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Islamic Ideology and Political Power in Morocco: the ‘Alawi’ Monarchy

One of the key factors to understanding contemporary politics in North Africa is the ideological use of Islam in the political sphere.\(^1\) Understood as a main foundation of North African cultural background and political identity, Islam has been present in the political discourse since the very emergence of the National states in the post-colonial era. Pre-dating self-government in the form of sovereign states in the mid-1950s, Islam and Islamic law were also used by colonial forces to deal with the local elites and to legitimate their political rule and their economic and military administration. In any case, Islamic history has provided a powerful element of unity to North African societies in the form of Sunni and Mālikī trend, thus contributing to the social, political, and juridical order. Despite the diverse trends and symbolic representations of Islam in the cultural and spiritual fields in North Africa, there is little doubt about the centrality of the Islamic discourse in contemporary politics as it can be stated that Islam is one of the main power resources in the political competition among elites. The case of the ‘Alawi Kingdom of Morocco is especially relevant.

Since the very beginning of its political history in the Middle Ages, Morocco was founded on the legitimacy of the Islamic rule. Even though its first political experience as an Islamic sovereign political entity came in the form of a Shi‘ite emirate ruled by the Idrissid dynasty in the 8th century AD, in the modern period the ideological weight of reformist Sunni Islam was able to gather the government and the population around a common religious and political identity. The important role played by the wahhābi trend in the eighteenth century must be stressed in this ideological process, as can be seen in the figure of the sultan Muhammad b. ‘Abd Allāh (1757–1790). Once adapted to Moroccan tradition, Wahhābiasm was the ideological foundation of the Islamic reformism implemented by the state. However, Moroccan Islamic tradition was also heavily influenced by Sufism, the mystical trend of Islam, so the ‘Alawi dynasty and the Makhzen always tried to keep the balance between both Islamic ideological forces.\(^2\) Later on, Islamic reformism found its place in the political sphere in the form of the Salafi ideology imported from Egypt. According to reformist Salafism, Islam should be reformed to accommodate its principles to the social, cultural, economic, and political needs of modern Muslim societies. Very rapidly, reformist Salafism gave a modern religious legitimation to anti-colonial sentiment, and led the Moroccan National Movement to transform this religious ideology into an active political anti-colonial ideology and practice in the first half of the twentieth century.

Eventually, anti-colonial political practice led to a renewed Islamic legitimization of the ‘Alawi dynasty, which played a very active role in the last period of the French and Spanish protectorate (1912–1956). After the official independence of the country in 1956, the monarchy was legitimated as the main pillar of the modern sovereign state both in political terms and religious terms. In this sense, the Constitution consecrated the King with the caliphal title of “amīr al-mu’mīnīn,” literally the “Commander of the Faithful.”\(^4\) That made the monarch the highest Islamic authority in the country, adding a strong legitimation to his wide political powers and strengthening them symbolically in the religious sphere. This was also the result of a political fight between the monarchy and the Istiqlāl Party (Independence Party, IP), the main actor of Moroccan anti-colonial process. Once national unity was ensured, King Mohammed V (1956–1961) managed to re-appropriate the symbolic hegemony accumulated by the nationalist movement in the process of decolonization, partly due to the crucial support given by the rural areas, where the monarchy controlled local networks, and played a symbolic role from the religious point of view.\(^5\) The first Moroccan Constitution proclaimed in 1962 under the government of Hassan II (1961–1999) grants this special royal status, both in political and religious terms, consecrating his figure as the highest guarantor of the Islamic principles in the country.\(^6\) Since then, with article 41 of the Constitution of the Kingdom of Morocco reformed in 2011, stressing the religious authority of the King as amīr al-mu’mīnīn, and first imām in the country, his legitimacy relies mainly on the religious field. This is something that is not a mere symbol. It implies the religious legitimacy of his power as an “emirate,” one of the most important titles historically held by the Sunni Caliphs, referring originally to their highest military powers.\(^7\) This moral legitimacy is accompanied by the use of esthetic Islamic elements and rituals as the bay’ā (act of allegiance) in order to show publicly the religious status of the king, symbolically linked to a political structure that was characterized in the 1970s and 1980s by favoring authoritarianism. As the first imām, the King’s powers do not come from any human institution, but directly from God who appoints a caliphal order under the authority of the king. Indeed, Moroccan sovereigns possess a symbolic capital that irrefutably legitimizes their position as political and religious leaders, and decisively situates power relations within the framework of the state itself.
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The king of Morocco (Mohammed VI since 1999) is not merely the head of the Moroccan state, a modern and secular Muslim state-nation, but is also the highest religious authority and the personification of the Islamic community leadership in the country and even outside of it, as the Moroccan imārat al-mu’minīn is recognized by other Islamic authorities in Western Africa and among the Moroccan diaspora.

It is important to stress that the imposition of the caliphal model means the victory of traditional Islam over Salafī Islam in postcolonial Morocco. That is to say, the victory of the traditionalistic nobility over modernist Islamic intellectuals. As Dialmy states, the symbolic flow of Moroccan monarchy lies on its religious foundation. Islamic tradition has symbolic elements that work as power springs: ‘ilm (knowledge), baraka (thaumaturgy), and sharaf (prophetic ancestry). All of them are attributes of Moroccan monarchs. Possessing any of these three elements is having some power in Muslim societies; accumulating the three of them confers the greatest power. Even though these powers are not political stricto sensu, they are the referential basis of any kind of political power within an Islamic society, as is the case of Morocco. Moroccan monarchs have played very well with these Islamic symbols in the political field, exclusively used by them from the top of the political structure. Nevertheless, after many years of using Islamic symbols as political tools to advance the monarch’s political goals, a new political movement emerged in the 1970s to reorient and use these symbols of Islamic legitimacy in opposition to that of the monarchy.

Political Islam gathered the support of a very wide set of social sectors, which were included in a new Islamic narrative that talked about justice and equality in a clear discourse of Islamic opposition addressed against traditional political elites.

While official Islam in Morocco is headed by the king, it is also represented by the ‘ulamā’, the Islamic scholars who have always supported and legitimated the political order. As representatives of traditional religious knowledge, Islamic scholars take care of the fulfilment of the principles of the sharī‘a within the state’s institutions and in the public sphere from a Sunni, mālikī and asharī point of view to guarantee the “islamicity” of Morocco. In political practice, the body of ‘ulamā’ works as a political institution in charge of legitimating the powers of the state in Islamic terms. The relationship between the monarchy and the ‘ulamā’ is thus very close, as is their relationship with the traditional religious institutions, the al-Qarawiyyīn Islamic University in Fes and the Dār al-Hadith al-Hasaniyya in Rabat. This institution, founded in 1964, is devoted to training future religious civil servants, but its main objective is controlling religious discourse and spreading the official ideology of the state through the religious discourse within the country and beyond. A very similar role was played by the League of ‘ulamā’ (Rābitat al-‘ulamā‘), founded by the king as a council of Muslim scholars in charge of advising the state on religious terms and issuing fatwas in benefit of the monarchy. In ideological terms, there is a clear identification between Islam and the established order which limits any possibility of political confrontation with the political regime, as long as Islam itself is identified with the state in every level: political, juridical, and administrative. In the political level, Islam is represented by the imārat al-mu’minīn and by the structure and the action of the Ministry of Islamic Affairs, which is one of the most important and stable institutions within the government. In the juridical level, the Islamic reference is present in the legal development of the family laws contained in the Family Code (Mudawwanat al-usra), whose rules are directly extracted from Islamic jurisprudence and regulates marriage, offspring, and inheritance. The social weight of this level is evident, for there is no possibility of dealing with these facts outside of the Islamic legal framework. Finally, in the administrative level, Islam is codified as an ethical reference always present in Islamic discourse linked to the administration and the monarchy. From this point of view, any political opposition against the monarchy would be symbolically defined as an opposition against religion and tradition, as was the case with the political opposition movements founded on ideologies such as Marxism or Islamism.

**Political Islam and the New Islamic Political Legitimacy**

Along with the ‘Alawi Monarchy and the body of official interpreters of Islam, the other important actor dealing with the political use of religion in the public sphere is political Islam. Obviously, there are many different aspects dealing with political Islam as a political actor in Morocco. Most of the organizations belonging to the ‘Islamic movement’ (al-haraka islāmiyya) in the country share a historical background, dating back to its first emergence in the early 1970s when the first Islamic political organisations developed as an ideological response to the declining leftist secular opposition to the ‘Alawi Monarchy regime. They also share an epistemological combination of ideological components based on both the influence of the Egyptian Muslim Brotherhood (‘ikhwānī) and that of the charitable religious associations traditionally linked with Sufism (da‘wī), as Mohamed Darif states. There are many associations and small organizations around the Islamist ideological parameter, sometimes showing important
divergences among them. In fact, the two most important and influential Islamist organizations attending to their ideological influence and their political practice, the Community of Justice and Spirituality (Jamā‘at al-‘Adl wa-l-Ihsān, CJS) and the Unicity and Reform Movement (Harakat al-Tawhīd wa-l-Islāh, MUR) –politically linked with the Justice and Development Party (Hizb al-‘Adāla wa-l-Taniyya, PJD) since 1998–have gone through very different political experiences. On the one hand, the CJS is an outsider movement located outside the boundaries of the regime in terms of non-violent political resistance. It is officially illegal but still tolerated by the state, so its clear stand against the monarchy eventually leads to the repression of their members and the persecution of their activities. On the other hand, the PJD is a main institutional political actor located in the parliamentary opposition who reached the government for the first time in November 2011, in a coalition with other political parties. In October 2016, the PJD managed to once again become the most voted option in the legislative elections, leading the coalition government since then.

Thus, the CJS calls for the restoration of an authentic Islamic leadership in the country, starting with the ‘conversion’ of the king. Since the very beginning of the CJS as a movement in the early 1980s, its founder and leader, Abdessalam Yassine (1928–2012) sent a message to the king, based on his own Islamic moral legitimacy, to apply justice and equality as essential Islamic values. They have refused to participate in political competition many times, as they do not consider the political structure to be valid with an illegitimate monarch presiding over it. However, they are very active participants in the social sphere, mainly through education. They also have shared social and political space with other opposition organizations from very different ideological backgrounds, as can be seen in their active participation in the M20F (February 20 Movement) in 2011 along with leftist organizations demanding political reforms against corruption. The CJS joined the anti-corruption demonstrations in a clear proactive way, organizing and taking part in the protests throughout the country. Nevertheless, in December 2011, the CJS announced its withdrawal, claiming reasons related to effectiveness, while also trying to avoid future conflicts with other leading organizations within the movement, especially with the left-wing and secularist organizations.

The PJD obviously accepts the political and religious legitimacy of the ‘Alawi Monarchs, but they seek an end to corruption in public life. They do not blame the monarchy for the situation of inequality, poverty, and corruption in the country. Instead, they blame their political competitors and some close friends of the Royal Palace. In their official discourse and practice, the PJD displays respect for the figure of the king as the highest Islamic authority in the country as he guarantees the maintenance of religious traditions and the state’s Islamic national identity. In this sense, their perspective is rather conservative, compared to the CJS, who could be seen as the representation of a revolutionary spiritual modernity. In general terms, political Islam emerged as the expression of an ideological and political alternative in Morocco that underlines Islamic morality as a core element. Islamist ideologues, such as Saad Eddine El Outhmani (b. 1956), former Secretary General of the PJD (2004–2008) and Moroccan Prime Minister since 2017, or the above mentioned charismatic founder and leader of the CJS, Abdessalam Yassine, claim that the foundation of their Islamic political action derives from Islamic moral reference. Yet, they chose opposite ways of dealing with political power in the country. In this sense, the moral element in their political discourse represents an attempt to craft a whole new contemporary “Islamic narrative” and, therefore, to present the historical dynamic of political Islam as a movement that is essentially moral and “prophetic,” as it foresees a specific kind of Islamic utopia. They translate this vision of political Islam into their political discourse in terms of real democracy and social justice. The PJD did not participate officially in the M20F in 2011, nor did it support the demonstrations; however, it supported some of the demonstrators’ general demands and allowed individual members to join the demonstrations. Thus, it kept a low profile as an institutional political actor while using the protests ideologically as a source of power with a reactive and ambiguous discourse opposed to the demonstrations that showed empathy for the demonstrators and their demands against corruption at the same time.

Islamic morality is – ethically and aesthetically – a core reference in the use of ideology as an almost exclusive resource in competing for power. Thus, the Islamist alternative in Morocco is based on a political and social ideology founded on a new Islamic legitimacy present in a new religious discourse of political change and social reform. Symbolically linked to the concepts of “democracy” (or its Islamic endogenous alternative, the shūrā) and “justice” (‘adl) as the foundations of their opposition, Moroccan political Islam issues a discourse that is embedded within national and religious tradition but, at the same time, is clearly located within the framework of political modernity. Filled with concepts derived from the juridical tradition of classical Islam, Moroccan Islamist discourse is primarily addressed to the monarchy and the competing political actors (Makhzen), and secondarily to the rest of society. In both cases, the Islamist discourse displays a very powerful message in terms of “democratizing” the Islamic reference as the
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